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The Subject Is Poetry
(EDITOR'S NOTE: James Hearst , visiting professor
of creative writing, has served UN I continuously since
1941. Born in rural Cedar Falls, he is widely known in
the Midwest as a poet, teacher, and farmer. His fifth
volume of poetry, "A Single Focus," was recently published. Richard Rackstraw is an instructor of English at
UNI.)
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By Richard Rackstraw

AMES HEARST is like his seasons: he is a
perpetual beginner, and in that rests one of
his renewing strengths as a poet. In his first
volume, Country Men (1937), the tight iambics
grind like a glacier and one feels the glacier's
weight. Nearly half of these first poems are in
quatrains-closed, pentameter motions of a gathering power-but for relief, ac-centuals like these:
From a clear"'sky at niglit the sbirlight
flow, dowf to the earth
And 6ut from the eave, of the horises
go priyers mdtioned skyward.

His verse is never "free." That is no fault, for he
knows that the pressure of form yields riches.
The repetitive strategy of biblical verse in "The
Sun at Noon" (1943) is exemplary:
stretch up your arm, Prophet, and bid the sun stand still
on this peak of light I rise and pass my shadow
on this peak of light I lay the morning down.

And in that same volume, James Hearst has the
confidence to risk accentuals like these:

Tt,e strehgth and persuision of the ldng slciw turning
roll of the furi·ow md<lulates the fe'1ar.. . .

I say ri-sk, as, in another context, he balances
mundane and sophi,s ticated values:
. . . your comfort depends
On the money you saved and the grief you have put
to sleep.

Though we may have no right, we will ask for
more, and this poet gratifies the demand.
I am thinking of statements cast in the direct
and virulent power of poems like "Truth," from
Limited View (1962) :
How the devil do I know
if there are rocks in your field,
plow it and find out.

Or in this earlier fragment of another current,
from Man and His Field (1951):
One little girl whose thoughtful face I know
decided to explore the ocean sands,

the soft explodi11g foam flowers led the way
to where the waves reached in with easy sweep
of their long arms and lulled her fast asleep.
And that's all she or anyone could say.

But it is in A Single Focus (1967) that Hear.st has
found his joy, and we our own through him.
Of the 140 or so poems collected in four volumes through 1962, one can hardly find a hal.f
dozen instances of verse lines which break on
function words ("for," "the," "of," "and," "in").
Where these breaks do occur in the earlier poems
there is an exigent rhyme (as in "The Moverss"
and "Barns in November") or the breaks are too
random to point a conscious change in form (as in
"Young Old Timer" and "Fence Row.") By contrast, there are a dozen instances of lines breaking
and springing on function words in the first two
poems of the new volume. And would you believe
that 28 of the 58 poems in Single Focus so behave,
and that only 11 (not of the 28) are in familiar
quatrains? The difference is no mere statistical
one. The difference marks a major shift of strategy in Hearst's "perpetual beginning," and the
net result is phenomenal.

"Phenomenal" may describe the dramatic difference between Auden's treatment of Breughel's
"Fall of karus" and William Carlos Williams'
treatment of that painting. In Auden, the painting
is subordinate to the poem's deductive argument
("About suffering they were never wrong,/The
Old Masters:"). In Williams, the reverse is true.
Breughel comes through intact. There is little or
no argument. The poem is lyric, strophic (not
"argumentative") and functions to contain the
drama of the master's painting. Such is the func,.
tion of nearly half of Hearst's new poems.
What does this change mean ? It means that
we "hear" less argument where the change is in
effect. We rather "overhear" a music, that is,
poetry-the thing itself:
Listen, Justesen, shutt~red in
your small room, winter is gone.
I tell you spring now wakens
furred buds on the boughs of pussy
willows, at the field's edge a lark
nests among weed stalks harsh with
the wind's whistle. Maples unfold
new leaves ....

There are new sounds in A Single Focus. Listen,
and find out.
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